MISSION: The Next Generation Squad Weapon program will utilize a 6.8mm Rifle to replace the M4A1 Carbine currently employed by the Close Combat Force to fill a capability gap requiring increased energy on target at range to defeat current and emerging peer and near peer threats.

- The XM7 is a modular, piston driven, select fire, magazine fed, fully suppressed 6.8mm rifle.
- The Rifle includes fully ambidextrous controls and improved ergonomics to enhance user operations, including a non-reciprocating left side charging handle, two position adjustable gas valve, collapsible / side folding buttstock, free-floating MLOK® handguard, match 2 stage trigger and full Picatinny Rail.
- The XM7 is designed to be suppressed and comes with a quick-detach suppressor optimized to the 6.8mm hybrid cartridge. The suppressor is a cylindrical body, mono-core design, optimized to deliver reduction in both sound and visible flash with a significant decrease in the flow of gases back to the operator.

System Components: Rifle with 7x 20 Round Steel Magazines, Suppressor, Flash Hider, Cleaning Kit, Suppressor Removal Tool, Combat Sling, Blank Firing Modification Kit, Removable Backup Iron Sights

Vendor: SIG Sauer, Newington New Hampshire

Specifications
- Ammunition: 6.8mm General Purpose, Reduced Range, Special Purpose and Blank
- Precision: 4 MOA Extreme Average Spread with increased lethality at range
- Weight (Combat Configuration): 14.54 lbs. with optic, suppressor, flash hider, sling, 1x20 rds
- Length: 36 inches suppressed buttstock fully extended, 31 inches w/out suppressor
- Optic: Vortex XM157 NGSW Fire Control, 1-8x optic with Laser Range Finder, Ballistic Calculator, full digital display, visible and Infrared Pointer

DISTRIBUTION A. Approved for public release: distribution unlimited.